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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
The Elementary Special Classes In Brockton included
about fifty boys and girls of chronological ages eight years
and five months to fifteen years eig^ht months. The I.Q,.
range was from fifty-one to ninety-six, resulting in mental
ages of five years and five months to twelve; years and three
months. The writer wished to study the reading abilities of
these children. The plan was to find v/here they were read-
ing, if it were the best they could do; if not, how much
retardation and why, and what should be done to increase
their progress.
It is no longer expected that a child v;ith a chrono-
logical age of ten be doing fifth grade work when his mental
age is eight years old. Baker says.
It is now necessary to face the long and hard task
to recognize the true nature of ability and that the
schools are not able to exercise any magical process
by which children become more intelligent. On the
contrary, it is necessary to evaluate children's
abilities and plan education suitable to the abilities.
Such a sj'-stem implies that every level of ability shall
have a suitable curriculum. 1/
1/ Harry J. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1944), p. 242

3•
An Individual intelligence test 2/ together with a
thorough personal knowledge of the child determined his abil-
ity level in general. A Reading Capacity Test oj fixed the
level at which he was capable of reading. Most children on
entering school are anxious to read. It opens up a new field
for pleasure. It gives them a feeling of mental grov/th. It
is an accepted accomplishment of our social order. V/ith
materials now used in schools, learning to read is a magical
process to the majority of children. But not so v;ith those
whose mental functions are slower and less imaginative.
Reading is a complex mental activity - one that
involves recognizing visual symbols; associating them with
sound symbols; translating these sound symbols into words,
words into phrases, sentences and sustained thought patterns
reflecting on their meaning; realting them to concepts
and experiences acquired earlier; applying what is read to
one's mode of thinking and acting; and, moreover, doing
all these things more or less simultaneously, with smooth,
even rhythmical rapidity; 4/
In v/orking with these children one realizes this
complexity. Dolch points out that first the details of the
2/ Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, New Revised
Stanford-Bine t Tests of Intelligence! Boston: Kou^i;hton Mifflin
Company, 1937}
3/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Reading
Capacity Test, Primary Form A. ( Yonkers-on-Hudson , l^ev/ York:
World Book Company, 1937 J
4/ Bernice Leary. "A Current Issue Relating to Basic
Instruction in Reading," Supplementary Educational Monographs.
Ho. 49 (Chicago: The University of Chica^?o Press, November,
1939), p. 29

of the words are brought Into consciousness and than by practice
they are rendered unconscious again. 5/
This service paper was an endeavor to study the problems
of each of these children so that Interpreting the printed
page might be as far as possible a mechanical process and their
mental functions might dwell on the thought of the message,
5/ E. W. Dolch, A Manual of Remedial Reading (Champaign,
Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1939), p. 22
\
CHAPTER II
SUl/IMARY OF RELATED READINGS

CIIAPTER II
,
" SUMMARY OP RELATED READINGS
I
I
A great deal of research has been done in the field of
reading. We were concerned here with the reading of slow-
learning children. Reading errors of these children are no
I
different from those of normal children, but they are more
numerous. 1/
Children start to school when they reach approximately
a six year old chronological age. The majority start to read
soon after entering school. Some learn easily and some have
to put a great deal of effort into it. Lewis 2/ has found
that the slow children are more apt to read up to their mental
level than others because of social pressure and teachers'
urging. The bright children are able to compete with little
effort.
I
Parr
_3/ tried to devise a method of evaluating rate of
I learning. She built tests to check this but found that her
tests were no better than others. With her tests, the rate
1/ Gertrude Duffy, "A Diagnostic Study of Reading Dif-
II
ficulties in a Third Grade," (unpublished Master's thesis,
Boston University, Boston, 1935), p. 65
2/ W. D. Lewis, "Intellectual Achievement of Mentally
Gifted and Retarded Children," Journal of Experimental i
Education
, 13: 98-100, December, 1944.
'
3/ C. V. Parr, "Construction and Evaluation of Tests of ,
Rate of Learning in Reading for Children in the Pirst Grade,"
|
I
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1942)
i
p. 31

of learning depended upon the number of words taught. Farr
stated that no test gave a reliable prediction.
The mental ages of two children may be equal but still
the rate of learning will not be the same. Dr. Hollingworth 4/
reports the findings of an experiment at the State School for
Feeble-Minded in Minnesota. Two groups, one with the average
chronological age of fifteen years and the second with the
average chronological age of nine years and both groups with
the same mental age. Over a period of thirteen days they
sorted gun wads. These were labeled in five different ways.
At the end of thirteen days the results were about equal.
Hollingworth bj also reports a study made at the
Pennsylvania School for Peeble-Minded. First the ability of
the selected children was determined by Educational Measure-
I ments. It was known from these tests what normal children
could do in a year. The subjects' progress was noted. These
children learned much less. The study of academic subjects
was much more complex than sorting gun wads.
Speech defects are common among children of low
Intelligence
.
"The lower the intelligence, the fewer cases of normal
speech. Correction was unsuccessful below the moron grade
with a minimum mental age of five years, six months. Types of
4/ L. S, Hollingworth, Psychology of Subnorma l Children.
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1920)
, pp. 174-176
' 5/ Hollingworth, 0£. cit . , pp. 177-179

speech defects in order of frequency were: sound substitu-
tions and defective phonation from habit, lisping, monophasia,
lalling, organic, stammering, voice disorder, stuttering and
bradyphasia . " ^
Bijou 7/ found indication that the range and quality of
vocabulary of brain-injured mentally retarded children is
superior to that of mentally retarded children of the familial
type.
Visual and auditory discrimination have been found to
correlate highly with ability to read.
_§/ Junkins 9/ showed
that ability to see likenesses and differences improve v/ith
teaching. Murphy proved the same with auditory discrimina-
tion. 10/
_6/ Harry J. Baker, In troduct ion to Exceptional Children
(New York: The Ma cM 11 Ian Company, 1944l~p. "131
7/ Sidney W. Bijou and Heinz Werner, "Vocabulary
Analysis in Mentally Deficient Children American Journa
1
of
Mentally Deficient
,
XLVIII, (April, 1944) p. 364-66
8/ Allan Acomb. "A Study of Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1936) p. 87
9/ Kathryn Junkins, "The Construction and Evaluation
of Exercises for Developing Discrimination in Beginning Read-
ing," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston)
p. 79
10/ Helen Murphy, "Evaluation of Exercises for Devel-
oping Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading,"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1940)
p. 68

9Oversized special class children are often given books
too difficult because books on their level seem too Immature.
In pearson's thesis 11/ she stated that many of the oral read-
ing difficulties occurred when reading material was beyond the
pupil's level. Given the right material until fluency is
established, a pupil might be prevented from fomlng poor read-
ing habits. Postel 12/ experimented with rewriting materials
of high interest level. The progress was much more rapid.
Much has been done to discover if, and how, poor read-
ing lowers the Binet score. Kavruck 15/ worked with two groups
of fifty each. One group read up to level. The other was
retarded two years. Retarded readers were Inferior to others
in vocabulary, in defining abstract words, in the Minkus
Completion and in assembling dissecting sentences. Memory of
retarded readers were somewhat better. Vocabulary and abstract
words did not require reading but better readers did better.
11/. A. R. Pearson, "Diagnostic Study of Third Grade
Reading Difficulties in the Second Grade," (unpublished
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1942) p. 44
12/ E. H. Postel, "Effect of Adapting Reading Materials
to Seriously Retarded Children," Elemen tary School Jouma 1
(March, 1957) 57: 556-40
15/ S. Kavruck, "Study of the Relation of Retardation
in Reading to Test Performance on the Standford-Binet ,"
Journal of Education Research (December, 1944) 15: 98-109

/d
Spencer's 14/ study on tiie effect of reading disability
on the performance of the Terman-Merrill Revision of the
Stanford -Bine t Intelligence Test showed the percentage of the
boys was higner on tne complete scale. Boys missed reading
items more than girls.
Rhodes 15/ studied the reaaing difficulties of poor
readers. She found the causes to be: poor language habits,
lack of general experience, little or no interest in reading,
poof* home environment and reading material too difficult.
Duffy 16/ studied the reading difficulties of third
grade children. Tne types did not seem to vary at different
levels but there were many more errors on the lower intelli-
gence levels.
The difficult mechanical process of reading is empha-
sized again in the tnesis of Joney. 17/ Children had rather
14/ Doris Spencer, "The Effect of Reading Disability on
Performances of the Terman-Merrill Revision of the Stanford-
Binet Intelligence Tests," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1942) pp. 49
15/ Cnarlotte D. Rnodes, "Diagnostic Study of Third
Grade Reading Difficulties with Suggestions for Remedial In-
struction," (Unpublisned Master's Thesis, Texas College of Arts
and Industries, Kingsville, Texas, 1940)
16/ Duffy, o£. cit . pp. 63
17/ 0. L. Joney, "Comparison of Reading and Listening
in Teacning Factual Materials in Grade Four," -Unpublisned
Master's thesis, Boston Univeristy, Boston, 1942) pp. 46

listen than read themselves. Poor readers show a perference
for hearing. Good readers showed a perference for hearing,
but not so great.
The results of these studies and many others helped to
interpret the results of this study and make suggestions for
txie improvement of reading.

CHAPTER III
PLAN OF THE STUDY

5- I'*'
CEAPTER III
PLAN OP THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to find out what the
abilities of these children were, if they were using that
ability to the best advantage, and, if they were not, what
should be done about it. The plan was as follows;
A. Each child was given the Revised Stanford-Binet
Test of Intelligence. 1/ This gave the mental age and the
intelligence quotient of each child. The mental age gave
the approximate level at which he should be working in all
things and the intelligence quotient gave some idea of the
speed with which he could learn.
Each child was given a Durrell-Sullivan Reading
Capacity Test (Prioiary Test: Form A). 2/ This gave the
~^
level at which he should be able to read. Also, the author
was interested in reading ages derived from this test to
compare with the Binet mental ages.
IMo standard reading achievement test was given. It
was felt that these handicapped children would benefit by an
individual test where reactions could be noted more carefully.
1/ Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, News Revised
Standford - Bine t Tests of Intelligence ( Sos ton ; Hou?'hton
Mifflin Company, 1937)
2/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Reading
Capacity Test
,
Primary Tes t. Form A . ( Yonkers-on-Hudson, New
York: World Book Company, 19371

B. Each child was checked on several items usually-
designated as reading readiness skills. Most of these
children were already reading so they are noted here as
"Pre-requisites to Good Reading". These skills v/ere not
mastered by all readers, and they were hampered by lack of
these skills.
1. Visual Perception.
a. The following letters were printed
on 3" X 5" flashcards:
d b
P V
I n
These letters are often confused with
each other and v/ith similar letters. Each of
these six letters were one of a row of six.
They were to encircle when the teacher flasned
the card.
b. For the second part of the Visual
Perception Test words v/ere used. The following
words were printed on flash cards:
boy stone
play chair
come doorstep
had house
donkey through
Each word was chosen carefully. The
first, boy, contained only three letters.

They increased in difficulty, some with similar
beginnings, some with similar endings, and some
easily confused in the middle part of the word.
2. Auditory Perception
a. The children's papers were numbered
from one to twenty. The numbers were grouped
in fo\ir sections. V»'ords were dictated:
1. For the first six the children
v/ere to write the first letter of words
given
.
2. In the next six words the
children were to write the last letter.
3. In the next four the children
wrote the first two letter sounds or
blends
.
4. In the last four they wrote
the last two letter sounds or blends.
b. In the second part of the Auditory
Perception Test the children were asked to en-
circle words on their paper as the teacher
pronounced them.
Here, as in the Visual Perception Test,
some were easily confused one syllable words,
some longer words with like beginnings and some
with like endings,
5. Motor Control,
On the children's papers were printed the
sentences:
Ee can not run or play

The jelly Is very sweet on bread.
This contained nineteen different letters;
forty- three in all. For scoring, two points
were allowed for each letter and punctuation
and ten points for neatness. Either script
or cursive writing was acceptable. The
children were given a minute and a half to
copy it.
4. Articulation.
On a sheet of paper were four removable
pictures. The teacher selected one and ask the i
child to tell about it. Pour pictures v/ere
used so that they could be rotated and no child
would be repeating what his predecessor had said.
This was to check grammar, sentence structure,
imagination and breadth of experience.
Nine words and phrases were chosen to
check speech. Memory span and substitution of
letters, dipthongs and syllables were checked.
• C. To test reading achievement story cards v^ith
illustrative pictures were built. On one side of the card v/as
an illustrated story for oral reading, on the other side an
illustrated story for silent reading. The levels v/ere from
Primer through the fifth grade. These stories were about

^7
sixty words in length, Eaoh story was carefully built using
Gate's Primary Reading Vocabulary. 3/ Whenever it seemed
advisable to use proper names, simple phonetic names were
used.
Directions for the reading test were to first choose
the supposed reading level of the child. Have him read aloud.
'The teacher checked the child's oral reading errors on the
child's ovm sheet where the story was duplicated. The
follovi/ing errors v;ere checked:
words unknown
v/ords misspronounced
words skipped
words inserted by reader
phrasing
v/ords repeated
If the child made seven or more errors, he was put back one
level.
The child was then asked to tell as much of the story
as he could remember. On the child's individual sheet the
teacher checked under "Unaided Recall" the questions he
answered as he told as much of the story as he could recall
without prompting. Questions unanswered in this way were
asked by the teacher.
The child was then given the silent story of the
same level. As he read, the teacher checked his lip move-
ments, attention and speed of reading.
3/ A. I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary For the Primary
Grades. (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers Colleg;e,)
-

On finishing the story, he vvas asked to tell all that he could
remember. Questions he answered in this way were checked.
Questions unanswered spontaneously were asked the child, and
these correct answers checked in the proper column. If he
could not answer five questions with aid or he did not
persist in his task, he was given one level lov;er.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

CHAPTER IV.
FINDINGS
Fifty-two children in three elementary special classes
were studied. The prodecure for the study was as follows:
1. Each cnild was given a Stanford -Bine t test.l/
2. Each child was given a Durrell-Sullivan Capacity
Test
.2/
3. Each child was given an individual silent and oral
achievement reading test built by the author. Trie vocabulary
was carefully controlled by the use of a standardized word
list. 5/ Unaided and aided recall was checked on both the oral
and silent reading test.
4. Visual perception was checked with words and letters.
Auditory perception was tested for beginning of words, endings
of words and for complete words.
5. Motor control was checked by means of a writing test,
1/ Lewis M, Terman and Maud A. Merril, "New Revised
Stanford-Bine t Tests of Intelligence," (Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, Boston, 1957)
2/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, "Read-
ing Capacity Test, Primary Test, Form A, (World Book Company,
Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1957)
5/ A. I. Gates, A Reading Vocaoulary For the Primary
Grades (Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York City, 1955)

6. The children were asked to describe a picture so
that tneir fluency in speaking and oread th or experience could
be cnecKed.
7. Individual oral tests with certain words checked any
difficulty with sound substitions and memory span.
Table I gives the complete data on all cases tested.
I1
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The chronological ages ranged from eight through fif-
teen. Table II gives the number of children at each chrono-
logical age level and the average I. at that level. The
largest number, fifteen, falls at the twelve year age level.
There are but two at the eight year level and two at tae fif
teen year level. The hlgest I. average, 78, is at the
eleven year level. The lowest I. Qi, average, 55, is at the
fifteen year level.
c
TABLE II
NUMBER OF CHILDREN AND AVERAGE I. AT EACH CHRONOLOGICAL
AGE LEVEL
OXlX Olio J-U^^JlOclX
Age
iNO* OX L'li.i.XU.X alJ,
At This Level I. Qi.
8 2 74
9 9 64
10 6 70
11 9 78
12 15 74
13 8 76
14 1 63
15 2 55
I
Table III lists the frequence distribution of the
I. (i.'s. Nearly fifty-eight per cent of the cases have !• ^
between sixty-five and eignty. There were only five cases b
low sixty. Ttiere were only four cases whose I. ^. was over
ninety. The greatest number, eleven, came between seventy
and eighty.

TABLE III
PREdiUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
I. Number of Subjects
Level At Each Level
50-55 3
55-60 2
60-65 3
65-70 10
70-75 9
75-80 11
80-85 3
85-90 7
90-95 3
95-100 1
52
(
Table IV tabulates the frequency of chronological ages
and mental ages at half year intervals. The cnronological
ages range from 8^ to 15^ years. The median chronological
age is between twelve years and twelve years and five months.
The mental ages begin at five years and five months and end
at twelve years and tnree months. The median mental Sifie is
aoout nine years.

TABLE IV
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL
ACrSS DIFFERENT LEVELS
Frequency Distribution Frequency Distribution
Years of • of
Ciir onological Ages Mental Ages
5-5 to 6 X
bO O-O a\j
0-5 to in7 o<G
7 to 7-5 4
7-5 to 8 O
8 to 8-5 rt
o-O 9
9 to 9-5 4 4
9-5 to 10 5 10
10 to 10-5 3 2
10-5 to 11 3 2
11 to 11-5 5 0
11-5 to 12 4 1
12 to 12-5 13 1
12-5 to 15 2
13 to 13-5 3
15-5 to 14 5
14 to 14-5 0
14-5 to 15 1
15 to 15-5 0
15-5 to 16 2
52 52
(•
The reading grades ranged from zero to five plus. (The
tests went txirough grade five only.) Of the fifty-two cases
twenty-four were non-readers or were reading on the Primer
level. Nineteen read second grade or better.
Every child participated in the Reading Capacity Test.
Twenty-six scored highest on Word Meaning Test, Twenty-six
scored highest on the Paragraph Meaning Test. The largest
number, sixteen, scored on the third grade level.
Table V shov/s the distribution at aifferent grade
levels of reading achievement and reading capacity. The
range of scores were from Grade 1*5 to Grade 5.5.
The first part of the Pre-requisites of Good Reading
was a group test. They were tested on visual perception -
recognition of letters and words wnen flashed. They were
tested on auditory perception - writing word oeginnings,
word endings and encircling words dictated by the teacner.
The average score on the five parts of the test ranged
from 0 to 100.
Those with ninety per cent or more as a score appeared
to be those reading far below tneir capacity or those whose
score equaled or exceeded their reading capacity*
Up to or above reading capacity 5
Three years retarded 6
Average retardation 6
I
TABLE V
PREGi^UENCY DISTRIBUTION AT UIPPERENT GRADE LEVELS IN
READING CAPACITY AND IN READING ACHIEVEMENT
Grade
Level
Reading
Aciiievement
Reading
Capacity
Non-
Readers 9 0
Primer 15 0
I 9 0
II 6 13
III 7 16
IV 5 14
V 1 9
I(
Tiriose with a score of fifty per cent or leas were:
Up to or above reading capacity 5
Hiree years retarded 0
Average retardation 2
In the Auditory Test forty-four had a higher score in
words tnan in letters. The medians of the averaged scores on
tnis test was:
Beginnings .80
findings .50
Words .30i-
Figure I showed that tlie children who were reading
up to their capacity or those seriously retarded scored
highest in the average of "Pre-requisites of good Reading."
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.
The Individual scores of the Audi tory-Vlsual Perception
Test and the arrount of reading retardation Is pictured
with the average of all cases at each level of retardation
sxiown by the line graph.

In txie motor coordination test the scores ranged from
zero to one hundred. Those who did the most reading wrote
the best. Tnere was a very sharp rise from the scores of the
non-readers to those on the primer level as the one will see
in Figure 11^.
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FIGURE II.
Average scores on the Motor Coordination Tests
at each level of reading achievement

The speech defects noted were sound substitution and
short m'emory span.
That there are many more cases of speech defects among
the non-readers and those who nave made little progress is
shown by Figure UIL* Of the fifty-two children twenty-six
had speech defects.

Number of
Caees
mer
FIGURE III.
Bcases with speech defects
Cases with no speech defects
A comparison of the number of cases with speech defects
and the number of cases with no speech defects at each
level of reading achievement.

The result of the oral reading suggested that the me-
cnanics of reading absorb most of the child's attention. Of
the fourty-three who read, twenty-five were cnecked for in-
correct phrasing. Twenty -five had additions or omissions.
Thirteen repeated one or more words.
Figure I-V" shows that seventy-nine per cent equaled or
bettered their score on the oral reading recall than on the
silent reading recall. Of the four who got fifty per cent
better in oral reading, three were at least 3.5 years retarded.
One of these acted extremely immature for his age and ability,
Anotner, the teacher feels was working up to capacity even
though the test shows differently. Another is credited with
being a keen observer but having an unusually poor memory
span.
Of the sixteen slow silent readers only one did better
in silent reading than in oral reading.
Fourteen children were able to do no silent reading.
Five of these did read orally.
Only three were reported as rapid readers. No signi-
ficance was seen.

Number of
Cases
15
15
10
5
0
Silent Scores the Oral
Reading Sane Reading
FIGUR2 IV.
Comparison of the number of cases who scored better
•In comprehension of oral reading with the number of
cases who scored better In comprehension of silent
reading.
r
In the test on ability to describe, phrases were most
commonly used, then single words and, lastly, complete sen-
tences. There were many grammatical errors and much slang
used. The average reading capacity on each level of ability
to describe was:
Poor Fair Good Excellent
2.5 5.4 3.6 4.9
From t-iis study is also appeared that the lower the
I. Q. the more vocal expression was used in silent reading.
The most important points brought out by tnis study
were
:
1. Those ciiildren with I. Q.'s of eighty-five and above
are reading far below their capacity. They need intensive
instruction.
2. Tne children's ability to talk about a picture
appeared to correlate with reading compacity. It would seem
that fluency of speech was an important item in special
classes
•
3. Fifty per cent of the children had speech defects.
The majority of these were on the lower levels of reading
achievement. Speech education is an important part of special
education,
4. Incorrect phrasing, omissions and additions were
very common in oral reading. It was evident that the mechan-
ics of reading and not the thouglit of the story was utmost in
tne readers mind. Insecurity and lack of proper teacning

migtit add to tne cause.
5. Those who had perfect or near perfect scores in
recall were, on the whole, working far below tiaelr capacity.
Those with low scores were, on the whole, working up to or
nearly up to their capacity.
6. The silent reading recall was poorer than the oral
reading recall. Tne speed of silent reaaing seemed to make
no appreciable difference on the amount recalled.
7. The lower the I. C^. the more vocalization in silent
reading.
Because difficulties increased as the I. went lower
the children fell into three groups for further study.
I.
Group I 85-96
Group II 70-85
Group III 50-70
Group one were children of nearly normal ability. With
the exception of one they are reaaing far below their ability.
Tne exception was twelve years and four months old and returned
to a regular grade for some of his work.
Group two were the middle group in special class. Tnis
group was very inconsistent in their progress. Figure VII
shows that once they got started to read most of tnem read
somewhere near tneir capacity. Of the four reading far be-
low their capacity three are emotional cases.
Group three were ttie lowest mental group. Many of
these were institution cases. Their attendance was Irregular

Some read above tneir capacity as found by the test, Triere
were only two non-readers in the group. There were four In
the middle group and one in the first. Very few of these
children were discipline or emotional problems.
These children were grouped in order to suggest
techniques for improving their reading.
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CHAPTER V.
RECOMME!IDATIOHS FOR IMPROVING THE READIl^G
Many of these children had made many unsuccessful
attempts to read. Because of the repeated failures they were
no longer enthusiastic about reading. It would be necessary
to build up their interest and restore their self confidence.
They need to start where they are reasonably successful and
by some means, as those suggested later in this chapter, are
able to see their progress.
This school system is very thorough in physical check-
ups so it is taken for granted that all physical needs are
cared for.
All children need to work at a level where they are
successful. Stumbling over too difficult material is discour-
aging and uninteresting. Hegge \/ recommends a program of
prolonged pre-academic training, with emphasis upon reading
instruction being introduced at a chronological age of eleven
or twelve. This would allow for maturation to reach a level
which will permit rapid progress in reading. The author
agrees that this is usually the best m.ethod, except with those
who really desire to start before this.
1/ Thorlief Hegge, "Remedial Approaches to Reading
Difficurties in the Mentally Handicapped," Elementary English
Review, 15:293-96, December, 1958.
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Children are interested in working if they wee that they are
making progress. Some ways to show children that they are
progressing are:
1. Tachistoscope 2/ used with standard lists of graded
words, "hj
2. Flash cards made from vocabulary in back of text
used. Check progress once a week on individual
charts.
3. Having several sets of Basic Readers. Some on the
same level are or appear more difficult than
others. The teacher might label these in what she
considers the order of difficulty.
4. Having the child read something he read two months
before
.
5. Helping someone who is slov/er than he is.
Every child needs every opportunity to widen his expe- •
riences, enlarge his vocabulary, and to become more fluent in
talking. Curtis 4/ has excellent suggestions for this.
An arbitrary division of three groups was made for the
convenience of further suggestions to improve the reading.
2/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities ( Yonkers-on-Hudson ) World Book Company, 1940},
pp. 177-178.
3/ Ibid., pp. 350-355
4/ Ethel Louise Curtis, "Building Toward Academic
Readiness in Mentally Deficient Children," American Journal
of Mental Deficiency, XLVIII (October, 1943), pp. 183-187.

Each teacher would need to supplement these findings with
more Information about the child's physical condition, emo-
tional control and attitude toward school and learning.
There would be divisions within the group. In some cases the
child would not fit in the grouping at all, but would be
placed in another group.

Table VI shows the groups as divided.
TABLE VI
DIVISIONS FOR GROUPING VaTH RANGE AND MEDIUM
GIVEN FOR I. q., M. A., READING CAPACITY
AND READING ACHIEVEMENT
GROUP livTELLlGEi^CE MEIv^TAL READING R-SADING
QUOTIENT AGSS CAPACITY GRADE
Range Medium Range Medium Range Medium Range Medium
I 85-96 89 glO 2.3-4.9 3.6 0-5 I
II 70-81 75 63-104 8ll 2.0-5.1 3.6 0-4 I
III 50-70 63 55- 93 75 2.0-5.5 3.0 0-4 I
Group I included those with I. 14. 's from 85-96 and a
medium of 89. The medium ment&l a.ge was 9IO years, tne medium
(, score in Reading Capacity was 3.6 and the medium in Reading
Achievement was Grade I.
The second group had I. l^.'s from 70-81. The medium
age for this group was eleven months younger, yet the medium
in the Reading Capacity Test was the same and so was the
medium grade score.
In the third group the I. Q,.'s ranged from 50 to 70.
The medium was 63. The mental ages were one year and six
months lower than the second group. The medium for tne
Reading Capacity was six montiis lower. Tne medium grade
in Reading Achievement still remained the same#

GROUP I
This group appeared to be tae remedial reading group.
Table VII gives tae intelligence quotient, mental age,
reading capacity and reading ability of each, case in this
group. This table shows that each subject is reading far
below his ability. The eleven procedures for basic skills
outlined by DurrellS/ make an effective program. For this
purpose tiie most important are:
1. The teacher is familiar with the individual dif-
ferences of her pupils.
2. Tne teacner nas specific objectives for each child
-
— in her class •
5. There is a definite plan for observation of pupils'
growth in voluntary reading nabits,
5# Tnere is adequate provision for differences in the
reading abilities of her children.
6, The teacner has definite plans for motivation of
reading.
7. There is full attention to growth in vocabulary,
8, Oral - reading instruction is made effective by
maintaining interest.
This group should be able to make rapid progress. Use
of interesting gadgets arouse enthusiasm. The Word-V/heel
lists 6/ is one method of teaching word analysis and gives
a definite basis for checking progress. Other word analysis
5/ Donald D, Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities ( Yonkers-on-Hudson, World Book Company, 1940)
,
pp. 4-11
6/ Ibid., pp. 224-226

TABLE VII
SUBJECTS WriOSE I. *4.'S WERE
BETWEEN 85 AND 100 ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO MEI^iTAL AGES
Intelligence Mental Age Reading Capacity Reading Ability
Table VII contains the nine, with the exception of one
with an I. Q,, of 94 who could not be adequately tested by the
tests devised, itio had I. 's between 85 and 100. Tness
children read from two to nearly four years below their capa-
city.
96
88
88
92
88
90
86
89
87
8-2
8-3
8-4
9-5
9-10
10-1
10-7
10-8
11- 6
2.3
3.6
2,4
3.2
3.2
4.9
5.3
4.0
4.9
P
P
0
P
1
1
4
1
1

sf
exercises 7/ are fun to do, help the reading improve and give
the child a feeling of progress.
Table VIII
SUBJECTS WHOSE I. <4. 'S WERE BETWEEN
70 AND 85 ARRANGED ACCORDING TO MENTAL AGES
Intelligence Mental Age Reading Capacity Reading Ability
71 6-3 2.1 P
77 6-8 2.1 0
72 6-9 2.0 P
71 7-3 3.6 P
70 7-7 2.3 P
70 8-7 2.7 P
76 8-7 2.9 3
78 8-9 2.8 2
76 8-10 4.3 0
79 8-11 4.5 1
74 9-1 4.1 4
74 9-3 4.5 P
78 9-3 3.7 3
78 9-5 3.6 P
79 9-6 3.7 3
71 9-7 4.0 2
80 9-7 2.8 2
74 9-9 3.3 4
77 10-4 5.1 3
Table VIII contains tne nineteen cnildren in the mid-
die group. The mental ages range from 6-3 years to 10-4
years. There are more cnildren here reading up to their capa
city or nearly up to it. The amount of reading retardation
fluctuates widely. Not until the mental age of 9-6 do tiiey
consistantly read above the primer level.
ij Ibid., pp. 197-230
B'-ctr.p Un'rverr.lty
School of Edifcatlon
I

McLeod 8/ has 3ome excellent Instructional material for
the beginning-to-read child.
Wilkinson and Brown 9/ is an excellent teacher-pupil
text for those reading third grade or above.
There are many books on the market that are of high
interest level but with an easy vocabulary. Durrell 10/, and
Wilkinson and Brown 11/ have compiled a bibliography of this
type of book.
GROUP II.
This group contained the largest number of the three
groups that made up the special classes.
Figure villli sts the I. Q. , the mental age, Reading
Capacity and Reading Achievement of each case in this group.
This group would be taught somewhat as Group I but
would not have the prospects of such rapid advancement.
This group seemed to need special care in fluency of
speech and correction or oral language habits. Besides the
suggestions which follow for Group III, Choral Speaking might
8/ L. W. McLeod, "Instructional Material for Slow
Learners of Grade One," (Unpublished Service Paper, Boston
University, Boston, 1944) 51 p.
9/ Helen S. S. Wilkinson and Bertha D. Brown, Improving
Your Reading
,
(New York: Noble and Noble, Pub., Inc., 1938)
10/ Durrell, 0£. cit,, p. 112-115
11/ Wilkinson, 0£. cit . , p. 345-349

be used with this group to Improve tonea, speech habits, and
pitch. 12/
The handwriting of this group needed special attention.
Many of these children were left-handed. It would be impor-
tant that they be taught the correct position when writing
Is first Introduced.
GROUP III.
Group III Is the poorest group In the Special Classes.
Table IX shows that some of these are reading on the third
and fourth grade level. Few will read beyond the third grade
with any amount of comprehension. It is important that the
teacher let her methods and quantity of work be guided by the
children, their interests, needs, and abilities.
These children need careful training in word analysis,
but no work in phonetics should be given until the child has
established correct eye habits and knows the meaning of pho-
netics. Otherwise he gets accustomed to seeing words in
parts. 15/
12/ Elizabeth E. Keepie, Conrad Wedberg and Miriam
Keslar, Speech Improvement Throufjh Choral Speaking
.
(Boston:
Expression Company, 1942
)
15/ A. D. Inskeep, Teaching Dull and Retarded Children .
(New York: The MacMlllan Company, 1928). p. 50

TABLE IX
SUBJECTS WHOSE I. Q.'S WERE
BETWEEN 50 AND 70 ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO MENTAL AGES
Intelligence Q,, Mental Age Reading Capacity Reading Ability
50 5-5 2 .4 P
bo O-U 2.5 0
nnOY 6-2 2.0 P
51 6-3 2.3 3
DO 6-3 1.5 0
67 6-4 o q 0
60 6-7 2.0 0
60 7-2 2.0 0
68 7-2 2.1 1
61 7-4 3.0 2
65 7-6 3.3 P
60 7-7 3.3 2
53 7-8 2.1 4
69 8-2 4.4 1
56 8-4 3.2 3
63 8-9 4.1 P
68 8-10 3.5 1
67 8-11 3.5 3
68 9-3 5.5 1
Table IX contains nineteen children in the lowest of the
three groups divided according to mentality. Tlie mental ages
range is from 5-5 years to 9-3 years. The amount of retarda-
tion in reading varies greatly. Not until tlie mental age of
8-10 years do they consistantly read aoove Primer level.
1
Extra attention is needed with this group in speech,
oral language and enrichment of vocabulary. Speech defects
are common and it is moat important that they be corrected as
far as possible. "The Rehabilitation of Speech" by West,
Kennedy and Carr 14/ is an excellent text for teachers.
Schoolf ield' s "Better Speech and Better Reading" 15/ is a
good text for teacher and child.
There is a need for experiences that call for expres-
sion of ideas. Opportunities will arise in:
1. A broad social studies program emphasising his
own community and other communities in relation
to it.
2. Programs
a. Ready-made plays
b. Pupil-made programs such as making
lantern slides to Illustrate some phase
of their work. Each child should explain
his own to the audience.
14/ Robert W. West, Lou Kennedy and Ann Carr, The
Rehabilitation of Speech
,
(New York: Harper and Brothers,
1937)
15/ Lucille D. Schoolfleld, Better Speech an^ Better
Reading
,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937T

3. Use of picture science books. 16/
4. Carrying verbal measagea to other teachers.
5. Special care in general conversation in the i
classroom.
The vocabulary of this group needed intensive work.
The ability to express themselves is very important for their
intelligence is often judged by society by their ability to
|j
talk. Every opportunity should be used to enrich and widen
the vocabulary.
|
The reading must be exceedingly practical. Stories on
charts of activities in the room and school (fully discussed
by Lamoreaux 17/) , bus signs, public signs such as "ROOM TO
REfIT" and "HOUSE FOR SALE" should be part of their reading.
Danger signals such as those on railroad tracks are important.
They need to know directional signs when they ride a bicycle.
[
The Boston Way 18/ and Kirk 19/ suggests many ways of
presenting reading to this type of child.
16/ Curriculum Foundation Series, Look and Learn
All Around Us
How Do We Know?
(New York: Scott Poresman and Company, 1944)
17/ Lillian A. Lamoreaux, and Dorris May Lee, Learning
to Resd'~Through Experience (New York: D. Apple ton-Century
Company, 1943;
18/ Boston Special Class Teachers, The Boston Way
(Boston: R. Claire Carven, George T. Angell School, 1928) i
i
19/ Samuel A. Kirk, Teaching Reading to Slow Learning
Children (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940)

Whether to teach acript or cursive writing Is debatable.
The writer believes as cursive writing is generally used it
should be taught as soon as the child is mature enough to
learn.
When a child fails to learn to read a fresh start
should be made with much board work and later a different ;
reader. But first of all he should be filled with an enthu-
/
siastic desire to read. 20/
With an older child who does not read and does not seem
to care it is wise to find what he is interested in. If he
has no interest, give him one. This interest can be a basis
for selection of stories or for teacher-child written stories.
For this group and for all groups let the child work at
a level at which he is successful, let him see that he is
progressing and help him to feel he is a welcomed member of
the group and one who has contributions to make.
20/ A. D. Inskeep, Teaching Dull and Retarded Children
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1928) p. 54-55
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CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY !
1. Analysis of teat items on the Stanford-Bine t testa
of children in apecial claases. It might be interesting to
analyze the type of teat items on which each made his total
score; It would be interesting to study the spread of test
items and see if it had any significance with the child's
ability to read.
2. Some of these children are in school several years
before they are ready to read. A source book of finely
graded reading readiness materials would be useful. Also,
published workbooks for beginners on a high interest level
and with very slow building up of vocabulary.
i
5. The poorer readers or none-readers included a very (
large percentage of speech defects. Would these children's
ability to read increase rapidly with concentrated effort on
speech correction?
4. Seventy-nine per cent of the children did as well
or better in oral reading recall than in silent reading re-
call. Thia could be lack of being properly taught or do
these children, and possibly all children, remember subjects
read orally better than those read silently? This may be one
li
method of telling which way the child learns more eaaily. "
5. The lower the intelligence the more theae children

vocalized In silent reading.
A study might determine whether this is habit that
should be corrected or whether allowing this improves under-
standing.
6. The reading achievement of the children below
85 I. Q. was very Inconsistant when compared to their reading
capacity. A study of their school histories and physical
histories might determine why some read up to or above their
capacity and why some read far below.
7. The upper group of intelligence, those with an
I. Q. from 85 to 100, read consistently far below their
capacity. An analyses of these individuals' reading diffi-
culties compared to a similar group of the same C. A. and
M. A. in a regular class would be interesting.
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APPENDIX
(c
Page I.
(Teacher' s copy)
Visual Perception
I.
1. c
2. d
3. q
4. e
5. t
6. 1
Letters which are encircled are flashed. Children are
to put circles around the words on their own paper.
f a
e <£) d
CD i m
m t
II.
Plash the card which is encircled. Children are to put
circles around words on their own papers.
1. bay
^
2. plum
3. f^^e^
4. hat
5. ^gonkey^
6. ^taJlT
chart
doorman
7.
8.
9. horse
10. though
toy Cboy) bog
ply clay
came some cornb
^ad:> pad hod
don'
t
don doorkey
stodgy stolid $Jone3
^hair^ chattel chat
doorbell doorkey <:2porstep^
hen louse
thought (^^hroughT^ thorough
Auditory Perception
Tell what letter these begin with:
1. dog
2. fun
3. pill
Tell what letter these end with:
4. goat
5. soap
6 . wind
7.
8.
9.
hello
bun
gum
10.
11.
12.
pass
fat
back
Tell what two letters these begin with:
13.
14.
this
what
15.
15.
tree
street
Tell what two letters these end with:
17. bush
18. batch
19.
20.
button
pretty
I
(Teacher' s copy)
Page II.
Put a circle around trie word I say:
1. ball can run play
2. come do said my
3. was will wind did
4. house horse mud go
5. good food blocks did
6. mine my myself mind
7. mill fill pill till
8. siiall should ship sharp
9. spring sprout sprang sprung
10. was saw sat wad
Motor Coordination
Allow one minute and a half for copying. Each letter
made correctly counts one.
He can not run or play.
The jelly is very sweet on bread.
Articulation
A, Select one of the five pictures. Pour are given so
tnat tne child will not repeat what he has heard the preceding
children say, Say-Tell me about this picture. Encourage by
asking - What is happening? What else do you see? Repeat
these once or twice if necessary but no more. Write down the story,
B, Children are to repeat tnese words afcer tne teacher.
Write mispronounciation on child's sheet,
pretty this thing
come home these little kittens
playing and working come and play with me
she did you did will they (Say as a sentence.)
she sells sea Siiells
transportation
I
t
f
I
FLASH CARDS
for
VISUAL PERCEPTION
TEST I
FLASH CARDS
for
VISUAL PERCEPTION
TEST II



Name
:
1. bay
2. plum
3. come
4. hat
5 donkey
6. stall
7. chart
8. doorma
9. horse
10. though
3.
4.
5.
1. c d f
2. b c d
o • Q e p
4. e W V
5. t 1 i
6. 1 m t
II.
toy boy
ply clay
came some
had pad
don don't
stodgy stolid
chair C£ia ttel
doorbell doorkey
hen house
thought through
III.
6. 11,
7. 12.
8. 13.
9. 14.
10. 15.
a
g
d
e
m
n
Score
bog
play
comb
hod
doorkey
stone
cnat
doorstep
louse
thorough
Score
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Score
J,

NAME
IV
Put a circle around the word which I say:
1. ball can run play
2. cop^e do sa id my
5. was will wind did
4. house horse mud
5. good food blocks did
6. •mine my myself mind
7. mill fill pill till
8. shall should ship sharp
9. spring sprout sprang sprung
10. was saw sat wad
V Score
He can not run or play.
The Jelly is very sweet on breed.
(The teacher writes the rest of this test.)
VI
pretty
come home
playing and working
this thing
these little kittens
come and play with me
she did you did will they
she sells sea shells
transportation
f
(Teacner's Copy)
These caraa are graded in the following way:
Red Primer
Orange Grade One
Yellow Grade Two
Green Grade Three
Blue Grade Four
Violet Grade Five
The "A" side is for oral reading;
The "B" side is for silent reading.
First select tne card which approximates tne cnild's
level. As the cnild reads aloud the teacher is to cneck on
the corresponding sheet:
words unknown -like
words misspronounced
words skipped ^^OX^
words inserted by reader //
/ /phrasing /There seeifled/to/be hundreds/ of things/
words repeated come / /
If the child makes seveh or .more errors go back one leveli
Disregard the corresponding sheet started.
Second when the child has read the story ask him to tell
all he can remember. Check ( ) these items on his correspon!
ding sheet under "Unaided Recall". For memories he has omit"
ted, ask the questions as listed and cneck correct answers,
or reasonable interpretation of the story, under "Aided Recall
Third
,
give the child the silent reading card for tne cor-
responding level. As he reads observe lip movements, atten-
tion to the task and speed of reading. Cneck the recall the
same as in tae oral reading. Also , check the three silent
reading habits listed.
If- the level is too hard - he cannot answer five questions
with aid or he does not persist in his task - try him on the
next lower level.

ORAL
One Christmas i'om and Ann were told that
they might their Christmas presents by
themselves. There seemed to be hundreds of things
to buy. They thought they would buy toys for
everyone. An elephant for father, a drum that
made a big noise for grandfather. For mother they
bought a top that played music. Their big brother
found a beautiful knife in his stocking.
Of all the animals in the circus it is the
most fun to see the elephant eat. He likes
peanuts. The lion and the tiger like meat.
The monkey will eat a banana. People who
come to see the animals must not feed them.
A girl once thought she would feed the lion
something. She was too close to him. The
lion grew cross. He might have killed
her if he had not been in a cage.
The family went on a trip to the mountains.
T" 3 mother and two daughters remained at a hotel.
As Jack and his father had planned they climbed
to the top of the mountain. At night they built
a campfire. They set up a tent* But Jack
couldn't sleep. The wild animals kept him
awake all night. They frightened Jack. The next day
they broke camp amd tramped back down the
mountain. Though Jack was tired he made his father
promise to take him again.
Grandmother and grandfather just happened to
be on the porch. They were surprised to see
their family come to visit them. Dinner
was nearly ready but there was not enough for five
persons. IVhile the family washed up, grandmother
hurried to bake more chops. Grandfather went to
the store for ice cream. Everyone hurried for
they wanted to eat. Inside of ten minutes
they were all at the table eating and visiting.
Accidents on the highway cause enormous
loss of life and property. Safety programs
discouraged much careless driving. To some
drivers this has been valueless for they
would not consider the other fellow. Lack
of gasoline decreased accidents for a while.
Now that is plentiful and new models are
on the market. We must again impress drivers
of the necessity of careful driving.
A weary truck driver sped along the road.
Pew cars were out. He dozed. The approach of
a speeding car didn't jostle him to alertness.
Ee swerved to the left. The truck bumper
just grazed the car bumper. Then in an
instant he did become wide awake. It
was miraculous that the cars did miss
by so small a margin.


Primer
ORAL READING
Pat was making a iiouse.
She liked to play house
•
The dog came to see what the little girl
was doing.
He liked Pat.
He liked to see her play.
He liked to go into the house.
He was too big for that,
"Go away," said Pat. "The house will fall.
Que s Dions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1, VVho was the little girl?
2. What was sne doing?
3. Vi/hat did she like?
4, Who came?
5, What did he come to see?
6. What did iie like?
7, What else dia he like?
8, Why shouldn't he go in the house?
9, What did Pat say?
10, What else did she say?

Pat was making a house
•
She liked to play house.
The dog came to see
what the little girl was doing.
He liked Pat.
He liked to see -her play.
He liked to go in the house.
He was too big for that.
"Go away," said Pat. "The house will fall.
Pat was making a house.
She liked to play house.
The dog came to see
what the little girl was doing.
He liked Pat.
He liked to see -her play.
He liked to go in the house.
He was too big for that.
"Go away," said Pat. "The house will fall.
Baby bears, like children, must do what their
mothers say. If they do not do it the mother bear
may get cross. The two little bears were each
given some milk. One little bear drank his fast.
Then he tried to take his brother's milk.
Mother bear did not like this. She made the
bad little bear stop.
Once the mother bear ilved in the woods.
She had to look for her own food. One summer
morning when she was looking for food some
men found her. They took her to the park.
Now there are two little bears. They were very
small at first but they grew fast. Like boys and
girls they have milk to drink.


Name
:
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each reading habit.
Lip Movements None Some Continuous Whispers to niraaelf
Attention Continuous Fair Poor No silent reading
Speed of Reading 1 Past Medium Slow
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1* What happened to tne house?
2, What did the dog want to do?
3. Wnat did Pat say to the dog?
4. What was motner to tell the dog he
could not do?
5, What did she want motner to tell tne dog
to do?
6, yi/here did mother bell tne dog to go?
7, Wnat did motner say Pat was doing?
8. Wnat did Pat do then?
9, When did Pat have the house made again?

Name
:
Grade I
^
ORAL READING
Once the mother bear lived in the woods. She
had to look for her own food. One srummer morning
when ane was looking for food some men found her.
They took her to the park. Now there are two little
bears, Tney were very small at first but tney grew
fast. Like boys and girls they have milk to drink.
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Wao is the story about?
2. Where did she live?
3, Waat did sne nave to do?
4, When did it happen?
5, ^^at was the mother bear doing?
6, Who found her?
7, Where did they take ner?
!
3, How many more bears are there?
9, How did they look at first?
jlO. Yifhat do they have that is the same
i
as boys and girls?

Name
:
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each reading hauit.
Li]p Movements None Some Continuous Whispers to himself
At bention Continuous Pair Poor No silent reading
Speed of Reading Fast Medium Slov/
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Who must little bears mind?
2, What may happen if they don't?
3, How many little bears were there?
4. iJVhat were tney given?
5. How did one little bear drink his?
6, What did he try to do?
?• Did mother bear like this?
8, Vi/hat did mother bear do?

Name
:
Grade II
ORAL READING
One CJiristraas Tom and Ann were told that they
migiit buy their Christmas presents by tnemselves. There
seemed to oe hundreds of things to buy. They thought
they would buy toys for everyone. An elephant for
fatner, a drum that made a big noise for grandfatner.
For mother tney bougnt a top that played music. Their
big brother found a beautiful knife in his stocking.
Q,ue3 tions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. When did this happen?
2. What were the boy's and girl's names?
5. What were they goin^ to do?
4, How many things did there seem to be
to buy?
5, What did they decide to buy for everyone?
6, Vtoat did they buy for father?
7. 'jyhat did they buy for grandfather?
8. What did they buy for mother?
9, 'iiVhat did they buy for their brother?
10, Vtoere did they put his present?

Name
:
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each reading habit.
Lip Movements None Some Continuous Whispers to nimself
Attention Continuous Fair Poor No silent reading
Speed of Reading Past Medium Slow
(Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1, Where do these animals live?
2, Which is the most fun to watch eat?
3. What does the elephant like?
4. What GO the lion and tiger like?
5. 'lAfhat will the monkey eat?
6, The people who come to see the animals
must not do what?
7. Viflaat did a girl once think she would do?
8, Where was she standing?
9. "'iVhat did the lion do?
10. What saved her life?

Name
:
Grade III.
ORAL READING
The family went on a trip to the mountains. The
mother and two daughters remained, at a hotel. As Jack
and his father has planned they climbed to the top
of the mountain. At night they built a campfire. They
set up a tent. But Jack couldn't sleep. The wild
animals kept him awake all night. TJiey frightened Jack.
The next day they broke camp and tramped back down
the mountain. Though Jack was tired he made nis
father promise to take him again.
(Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Where did the family go?
2. Vi/here did tne mother and ^irls stay?
3. What did Jack and his father plan to do?
4. 1/Vhat two things did tiiey do at night?
5. Vi/hy couldn't Jack sleep?
6. How did Jack feel about the animals?
7. ^JVhat did they do the next day?
8, How did they get down the mountain?
9. How did Jack feel?
10, Wnat did he make his father 'promise?

Name
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each, reading habit.
Lip Movements None Some Continuous Whispers to himself
Attention Continuous Fair Poor No silent reading
Speed of Reading Past Medium Slow
(Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Who happened to be on the porch?
2. What were they surprised at?
3, Wnaz was nearly ready?
4. What did the family do?
5. What did Grandmother do?
6. Wnat did Grandfather do?
7. Why did everyone hurry?
18, How long did it take them to get ready?
l9. What did they do at tne table?

Name
;
Grade IV.
ORAL READING
On the limb of a maple tree was the nest of
two robins. The foliage concealed their nome. One day,
from a nearby tree, I caught a glimpse of the pair
in serious thougtit, I tried not to startle them for
I wanted to ooserve them. The female robin seemed in
distress because only two eggs were there. They seemed
uncertain as to what they should do about being
robbed.
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Where was the nest?
2. 'mom did it belong to?
5. ^Afhy shouldn't anyone see the nest?
4. How did I see the nest?
5, VWay was I careful not to startle tnem?
6. Who seemed most distressed?
7. What had nappened?
8. How did they feel about it?

Name i
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each reacting Jiabit,
Lip Movements None Some Continuous Wlilspera to himself
Attention Continuous Fair Poor No silent reading
Speed of Reading | Fast Medium Slow
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1 1« What do baby robins have?
2, How much food do they eat ?
5, What happens when a parent nears the nest?
4, Vlfliat happens to tne lucky bird?
5« Wnat does the parent do then?
6, What word tells how they went?
7 « What goes on for a while?
I
8« How long does It go on?

Name
Grade V.
ORAL READING
Accidents on the highway cause enormous loss of life and
property. Safety programs discouraged much careless driving.
To some drivers this has been valueless for tney would not
consider the other fellow. Lack of gasoline decreased accidents
for a while. Now that is plentiful and new models are on the
market. We must again impress drivers of the necessity of
careful driving.
Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. What is this story about?
2. What do accidents cause?
3. 'ifVhat has discouraged muai careless driving?
4, Wh^has this been valueless to some?
5. What decreased accidents for a wnile?
6, How is the gasoline supply now?
7, What is on the market now?
8. Who must we again impress?
1 9, What must we impress drivers about?

Name
:
SILENT READING
Encircle one for each reading habit.
Lip Movements None Some Continuous ViTnispers to aims elf
Attention Continuous Fair Poor No silent reaaing
Speed of Reading Fast Medium Slow
(Questions
Unaided Aided
Recall Recall
1. Who sped along the road?
2. How was the traffic?
3. What did the driver do?
4. What should have made him alert?
5. What did he do waen the car got very near?
6. Vi/hat did the car and truck do as tney met?
7. In an instant the driver became what?
8. What was miraculous?
1 9, What is one lesson this teaches us?
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Willingness
enthusiastic
eagerness
Self-confidence
extremely
self-confident;
relies on
own ability
Social confidence
perfectly assured
in personal
contacts
Attention
completely
absorbed
by task
TEST BEHAVIOR
enters actively
into task
rather
self-confident
rather
confident
little interference
from distracting
stimuli
normal attitude
because proper
neither
distrustful nor
entirely self-reliant
normal for age
disagreeable
task
inclined to
distrust own
ability
rather shy
normal; attention
to outside stimuli
does not impair
ef&ciency
easily distracted by
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or by own ideas,
but returns readily
to task
active
objection
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in self-confidence;
constantly
distrustful of
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shy, reserved,
reticent
abstracted;
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get and hold
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Yrs. Mos.
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YEAR II (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, 1}^ months each)
h)l.*Three-hoIe form board (1+) a)
(~~| 2. Identifying objects by name (4+)
a) Kitty b) Button c) Thimble d) Cup
3. *Identifying parts of the body (same as II-6, 2) (3+)
a) Hair h) Mouth c) Ears d) Hands
r~] 4. Block building: Tower
5.*Picture vocabulary (same as II-6, 4; III, 2; III-6, 2; IV, 1) (2+)
e) Engine f) Spoon
1. Shoe
2. Clock
3. Chair
4. Bed
5. Scissors
6. House
7. Table
8. Hand
9. Fork
10. Basket
11. Glasses
12. Gun
n 6.*Word combinations
Alternate. Obeying simple commands (same as 1 1 1-6, 1) (2+)
Mos
13. Tree
14. Cup
15. Umbrella
16. Pocket knife
17. Stool
18. Leaf
YEAR n-6 (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, 1>^ months each)
n l.*Identifying objects by use (same as III-6, 5) (3+)
a) Cup b) Shoe c) Penny d) Knife e) Automobile f) Iron
2. Identifying parts of the body (same as II, 3) (4+)
Q 3. *Naming objects (4+)
a) Chair b) Automobile c) Box d) Key e) Fork
4.*Picture vocabulary (same as II, 5; III, 2; III-6, 2; IV, 1) (9+)
5.*Repeating 2 digits (1+)
a) 4-7 b) 6-3 c) 5-8
Q 6. Three-hole form board: Rotated (II, 1 must precede) (1+) a) b)
Alternate. Identifying objects by name (same as II, 2) (5+)
Mos
Note. — The tests marked with a * constitute an abbreviated scale, for use in case
there is not time to give a complete test. See page 31 of "Measuring Intelligence."
YEAR III (6 tests, 1 month each ; or 4 tests, 1 Yi months each)
n 1. Stringing beads (4+) (2 min.) No. strung
2.*Picture vocabulary (same as II, 5; II-6, 4; III-6, 2; IV, 1) (12+)
3.*Block building: Bridge
Q 4.*Picture memories (1+) a) 6)
[~1 5. Copying a circle (1+) a) b) c)
r~] 6.*Repeating 3 digits (1+)
a) 6-4-1 b) 3-5-2 c) 8-3-7
Alternate. Three-hole form board: Rotated (same as 1 1-6, 6) (2+)
Mos
YEAR III-6 (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, 1}4 months each)
f~1 l.*Obeying simple commands (3+)
a) b) c)
2.*Picture vocabulary (same as II, 5; II-6, 4; III, 2; IV, 1) (15+)
r~| 3. Comparison of sticks (3 of 3, or 5 of 6)
c) b) c) d) e) f)
r~| 4. Response to pictures I (2+)
a) Dutch Home
b) Canoe
c) Postoffice
r~] 5. *Identifying objects by use (same as 1 1-6, 1) (5+)
Q 6. *Comprehension I (1+)
a) 6)
Alternate. Drawing a cross
Mos.-
YEAR IV (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, \}i months each)
l.*Picture vocabulary (same as II, 5; II-6, 4; III, 2; III-6, 2) (16+)
2. *Naming objects from memory (2+) a) h) c)
Q 3. Picture completion: Man (same as V, 1) (1 point)
4.*Pictorial identification (3+)
a) Stove b) Umbrella c) Cow d) Rabbit e) Moon f) Cat
Q 5. *Discrimination of forms (8+) No. correct
r~| 6. Comprehension II (2+)
a) b)
Alternate. Memory for sentences I (1+)
a) We are going to buy some candy for mother.
b) Jack likes to feed the little puppies in the barn.
Mos -- -
YEAR IV-6 (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, 1}4 months each)
l~\ 1. Aesthetic comparison (3+) a) b) c)
2.*Repeating 4 digits (1+)
a) 4-7-2-9 b) 3-8-5-2 c) 7-2-6-1
Q 3.*Pictorial likenesses and differences (same as VI, 5) (3+)
a) b) c) d) e)
4. Materials (2+) c) Chair b) Dress c) Shoe
I I
5. *Three commissions (3+) a) h) c)
Q 6.*Opposite analogies I (same as VII, 5) (2+)
a) b) c) d) e)
Alternate. Pictorial identification (same as IV, 4) (4+)
Mos
YEAR V (6 tests, 1 month each; or 4 tests, 1>2 months each)
n l.*Picture completion: Man (same as IV, 3) (2 points)
n 2. Paper folding : Triangle
3.*Definitions (2+)
a) Ball b) Hat c) Stove
\Za 4. Copying a square (1+) a) b) c)
r~| 5.*Memory for sentences II (1+)
a) Jane wants to build a big castle in her playhouse.
b) Tom has lots of fun playing ball with his sister.
Q 6. *Counting four objects (2+) c) b) c)
Alternate. Knot
Mos
(There is no heading F-6 and there are only six months of credit between the headings Year V and Year VI because each
group of tests covers the period immediately preceding its age heading, in this case the period from Year I V-6 to Year V.)
YEAR VI (6 tests, 2 months each; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
1. *Vocabulary (5+) No. words
2. *Copying a bead chain from memory I (2 min.)
3. Mutilated pictures (4+)
a) b) c) d) e)
4. *Number concepts (3+) o) b) c) d)
5.*Pictorial likenesses and differences (same as IV-6, 3) (5+)
6. Maze tracing (2+) a) b) c)
Mos
00
YEAR VII (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
1. Picture absurdities I (3+)
a)
h)
c)
d)
n 2. *Similarities : Two things (2+)
a) Wood and coal
b) Apple and peach
c) Ship and automobile
d) Iron and silver
3. *Copying a diamond (2+) a) b) c)
I I
4. Comprehension III (2+)
a)
b)
c)
r~l 5.*Opposite analogies I (same as IV-6, 6) (5+)
a) b) c) d) e)
n 6.*Repeating 5 digits (1+)
a) 3-1-8-5-9 b) 4-8-3-7-2 c) 9-6-1-8-3
Mos
YEAR VIII (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
l.*VocabuIary (8+) No. words.
2. Memory for stories: The Wet Fall (5+)
a) b) c) d)
e) /)-
3.*Verbal absurdities I (3+)
a)
b)
c)
YEAR Vm (Continued)
I I
4. *Similarities and differences (3+)
a) Baseball — orange-
b) Aeroplane — kite
c) Ocean — river
d) Penny — quarter
Q 5. *Coniprehension IV (2+)
a)
b)
c)
Q 6. Memory for sentences III (1+)
a) Fred asked his father to take him to see the clowns in the circus.
b) Billy has made a beautiful boat out of wood with his sharp knife.
Mos
YEAR IX (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
1. Paper cutting I (same as XIII, 3) (1+) a) b)
2. Verbal absurdities II (same as XII, 2) (3+)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
3.*Memory for designs (same as XI, 1) (1+ or 2 with }4 credit each)
a) b)
4.*Rhymes: New form (3+)
a) b) c) d)
5. *Making change (2+)
a) 10-4. b) 15-12... c) 25-4
6.*Repeating 4 digits reversed (1+)
a) 8-5-2-6 b) 4-9-3-7 c) 3-6-2-9
Mos....
YEAR X (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
l.*Vocabulary (11+) No. words
Q 2. Picture absurdities II — Frontier Days
3.*Reading and report (35 seconds, 2 errors, 10 memories)
Memories Time for reading Mistakes
New York
|
September
| 5th. | A fire ] last night | burned ] several houses | near the center |
of the city. | It took some time | to put it out. | The loss | was fifty thousand | dollars, | and seventeen |
families | lost their homes. | In saving | a girl \ who was asleep | in bed, ] a fireman | was burned |
on the hands.
4. *Finding reasons I (2+)
a)
b)
I
I
5. *Word naming (28 words in one minute)
Q 6. Repeating 6 digits (1+)
a) 4-7-3-8-5-9— - b) 5-2-9-7-4-6. c) 7-2-8-3-&-4 ,
Mos
YEAR XI (6 tests, 2 months each; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
ri l.*Memory for designs (same as IX, 3) (13^+)
2. *Verbal absurdities III (2+)
a)
b)
c)
3. *Abstract words I (3+)
a) Connection
b) Compare
c) Conquer
d) Obedience
e) Revenge
[~~| 4. Memory for sentences IV (1+)
a) At the summer camp the children get up early in the morning to go swimming.
b) Yesterday we went for a ride in our car along the road that crosses the bridge.
I I
5. Problem situation
I I
6. *Similarities : Three things (3+)
a) Snake — cow — sparrow
b) Rose — potato — tree
c) Wool — cotton — leather
d) Knifeblade — penny — piece of wire
e) Book — teacher — newspaper
Mos
YEAR XII (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
l.*Vocabulary (14+) No. words
2.*Verbal absurdities II (same as IX, 2) (4+)
|~| 3. Response to pictures II: Messenger Boy
Q 4. Repeating 5 digits reversed (1+)
a) 8-1-3-7-9 b) 6-9-5-8-2 c) 5-2-9-4-1
5.*Abstract words II (same as XIV, 6) (2+)
a) Constant
b) Courage
c) Charity
d) Defend
6.*Minkus completion (same as S.A. I, 3) (2+) (5 min.)
Mos
YEAR XIII (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
[~] 1. Plan of search
I I
2. Memory for words (1+)
a) Cow, sand, glass, chair, bell.
b) Grace, truth, worth, peace, doubt.
3.*Paper cutting I (same as IX, 1) (2+)
4.*Problems of fact (2+)
a)
c)
5. *Dissected sentences (2+) (1 min. ea.)
a)
h)
c)
6.*Copying a bead chain from memory II (2 min.)
Mos
YEAR XIV (6 tests, 2 months each ; or 4 tests, 3 months each)
l.*Vocabulary (16+) No. words..
2.*Induction a) b) c) d) e) f) Rule:
Q 3. Picture absurdities III : The Shadow
4.*Ingenuity (same as A.A., 6) (1+) (3 min. ea.)
a)
b)
c)
5. Orientation: Direction I (3+) a) h) c) d) e)
6.*Abstract words II (same as XII, 5) (3+)
Mos
NoaNoi 01. awoo Noawoi oi. awoo
AVERAGE ADULT (8 tests, 2 months each; or 4 tests, 4 months each)
l.*Vocabulary (20+) No. words...
2.*Codes (3min. ea.) a) b)
r~| 3. *Differences between abstract words (2+)
a) Laziness and idleness
b) Poverty and misery
c) Character and reputation
4. Arithmetical reasoning (2+) (1 min. ea.) a) b) c)
5. Proverbs I (2+)
a)
b)
c)
6.*Ingenuity (same as XIV, 4) (2+) (3 min. ea.)
I I
7. Memory for sentences V (1+)
a) The red-headed woodpeckers made a terrible fuss as they tried to drive the young away from the nest
b) The early settlers had little idea of the great changes that were to take place in this country.
Q 8. Reconciliation of opposites (same as S.A. H, 5) (3+)
a) Heavy — light d) More — less
b) Tall — short e) Outside — inside
c) Sick — well /) Asleep — awake
Mos.
SUPERIOR ADULT I (6 tests, 4 months each ; or 4 tests, 6 months each)
l.*Vocabulary (23+) No. words
2. Enclosed box problem (3+) a) b) c) d)
3.*Minkus completion (same as XII, 6) (3+) (5 min.)
4.*Repeating 6 digits reversed (1+)
a) 4-7-1-9-5-2 b) 5-8-3-6-9-4 c) 7-5-2-6-1-8
5. *Sentence building (2+)
a) Benefactor — institution — contribution
b) Civility — requirement — employee
c) Attainment — fortune — misery
n 6. Essential similarities (2+)
a) Farming and manufacturing
b) Melting and burning
c) An egg and a seed
Mos
SUPERIOR ADULT II (6 tests, 5 months each ; or 4 tests, lyi months each)
1.*Vocabulary (26+) No. words
2. *Finding re asons 1 1 (2+)
a)
3.*Repeating 8 digits (1+)
o) 7-2-5-9-4-8-3-6 h) 4-7-1-5-3-9-6-2 c) 4-1-9-3-5-8-2-6
4.*Proverbs II (2+)
a)
&)
5. Reconciliation of opposites (same as A.A., 8) (5+)
6. Repeating thought of passage : Value of Life
Many opinions have been given on the value of life. | Some call it good, | others call it bad. | It would
be nearer correct to say that it is mediocre, | for on the one hand our happiness is never as great as we
should like, | and on the other hand our misfortunes are never as great as our enemies would wish for
us.
I
It is this mediocrity of life which prevents it from being radically unjust.
Mos.... --
SUPERIOR ADULT III (6 tests, 6 months each ; or 4 tests, 9 months each)
1.*Vocabulary (30+) No. words
2. *Orientation: Direction II (2+) o) h)
3. *Opposite analogies II (2+) a) b) c)
4. Paper cutting II
5.*Reasoning (5 min.)
6. Repeating 9 digits (1+)
a) 5-9-6-1-3-8-2-7-4 b) 9-2-5-8-4-1-7-3-6 c) 4-7-2-9-1-6-8-5-3
Mos
•opauimuB ui jjoinb os ;ou si aij -
'jsq^ojq s]\\ - XijdBJ3o9S ui papunojS \\3/a si aj^ (p
•SJiB^s aq; JO uio^ioq aqi 3J3av 3av 'JiBads pinoD sn jo jamp"- (p
•uiBJ 3[\m uaaq SBq aja^ 'Asp ajB suiBajrjs aijj^ (q
•UBUi B aq sXbavjb ubo auo 'ojaq b aq sAbm|B jouubo auQ (o
Noixaidwoo snsMiH
VOCABULARY Score
1. orange
2. envelope
3. straw
4. puddle
5. tap
6. gown
7. eyelash
8. roar .
9. scorch
10. muzzle
11. haste
12. lecture
13. Mars '-
14. skill :
15. juggler
16. brunette
17. peculiarity
18. priceless .
19. regard
20. disproportionate
21. shrewd
22. tolerate
23. stave :
24. lotus
25. bewail
26. repose
27. mosaic
28. flaunt
29. philanthropy
30. ochre
31. frustrate
32. incrustation..
33. milksop
34. harpy
35. ambergris
36. piscatorial
37. depredation
38. perfunctory
39. limpet
40. achromatic
41. casuistry
42. homunculus -
43. sudorific -
44. retroactive -
45. parterre --
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READING CAPACITY TEST
^ By Donald D. Durrell
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
and Helen Blair Sullivan
Associate Director of the Educatiotial Clinic
Boston University
PRIMARY TEST: FORM A
Name. . . Grade. Teacher Boy or girl
Age When is your next birthday .? How old will you be then ?.
.
Name of school City and State Date
Primary
Capacity
A
Test
'
Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
Average
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